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Hello, My name is Tim Walther.

Tim Walther
3512 AD

Since I graduated on the Utrecht School of Arts, I’ve been making a living by combining a couple of my
interests: Programming, Electronics, Music, and Making Stuff.
Thus far this has been going quite well. I would like to take this opportunity to showcase some of my work.
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Also, I’d like to inform you of some of my experiences, as the sort of work I do is sometimes hard to
quantify.

info@prototim.nl
+31648550143

Programming:

-

A lot of C / C++: Mac, PC )Audio, DSP and VST Plugins(, Microcontrollers: mostly Arduino, a bit of STM32.
Some assembly on PIC and a tiny bit on intel x86 and AVR microcontrollers.
Frameworks including JUCE, OGRE and OpenFrameworks.

Electronics:

-

Experience in designing PCB’s )Eagle(, but not in etching them.
Mostly digital electronics, but simple analog stuff is no problem.
Experience with logic analyzers, digital protocols, oscilloscopes.
Lots of experience hand-soldering SMD components, so I’ve got a steady hand.

Go For It!
Go-for-IT! is a city game that made up out of four different playgrounds in Rotterdam South.
The individual games are buried underneath the street, using modified paving tiles as the
playing field. The users interact with the different games by stepping and dancing on the
tiles. The 23 tiles that make up the playing field are fitted with a high power RGB LED and a
pressure sensor.
A wireless Zigbee network is set up troughout the area, linking the individual games to a
server that uploads highscores to the internet. Because all the games are embedded in the
street, software updates to the games would need to happen through the wireless network.
For this, Prototim wrote a custom bootloader and sender application that facilitates this.
A team of about 10 international new media students worked on the concept and technical
realisation of the game. Schrikdraad Elektronisch Ontwerp designed the necessary hardware
and electronics.

‣ http://www.go-for-it-game.nl/
‣ http://www.patchingzone.net/
‣ http://www.schrikdraadontwerp.nl/

Activities:

-

Development of custom Arduino Bootloader in C
Development of sender application in
Processing

Feel The Music Suit
This battery-powered vest incorportates 40 vibrational motors, like the ones
found in cell-phones. A microcontroller with a wireless receiver is connected
to a computer that translates music to tactile patterns. High pitched sounds
will be felt on the upper part, while more bassy sounds will be felt in the lower
part of the wearers torso. This way you can feel Beethoven dance over your
body, while the music of DJ Tiesto will punch you in the stomach.

This project was comissioned by the Urecht School of the Arts and was built for
the contractor Sense Company. While hardware and electronics design was
done by Prototim, the vest itself was designed and made by By-Wire.net. The
software side was designed entirely by a team of graduate students of the
Utrecht School of the Arts.
Activities:

-

Design and Development of wireless broadcaster
Design and Development of receiver control hardware
Building vest motor system

‣ http://www.by-wire.net
‣ http://www.hku.nl/web/English.htm
‣ http://www.sense-company.nl/index.php

Heartbeat
Project Heartbeat came into existence as a collaboration between Bartiméus,
The Utrecht School for the Arts and Prototim.
The device is meant to soothe a autistic and deafblind client of Bartiméus.
It does so by providing a constant vibrational pulse, a heartbeat.
The tempo of this heartbeat is dependent on the distance between the client
and his caretaker.
When the client is panicking, he can press a button located on the device. This
will set off an alarm on the the beeper that the caretaker is wearing. This
beeper makes up the other half of the device. The object of the device is to
make the client aware of the relation between the heartbeat and the distance of
the caretaker. The ultimate goal is to make the client aware of the fact that the
caretaker is always available, even when she’s not near him.
Activities:

-

Designing and prototyping of proof of concept
Designing and buidling of actual Heartbeat device
Designing and development of two heartbeat beepers

‣ http://www.bartimeus.nl/hulpmiddelen/
meerwaard_voor_mvg )Dutch only(
‣ http://www.hku.nl/web/English.htm

Virtual Flag
The Virual Flag was created for CoryFeeen as a promotional tool. Its first public display was at the 2008 Museumnacht in
Amsterdam.
The Flag is virtual because it is based on the principle of persistence of vision. When the viewer scans his eyes rapidly
past the flag, he or she will see the image the flag is currently displaying.
160 RBG LEDs display each vertial line of the current image in rapid succession. This happens so fast, that the viewer
doesn’t see any change in the brightness of the vlag when looking at it directly.

The hardware and electronic were done by Schrikdraad Elektronisch Ontwerp, while the uploading software was made by
Prototim.

Activities:

-

Assisting in development of internal image memory

-

Developing command-line image upload tool in C++

format and transmission protocol

‣ http://coryfeeen.nl
‣ http://www.schrikdraad-ontwerp.nl

Resolume
Besides building prototypes in hardware and software, Prototim actively develops for
Resolume.
Resolume is a small dutch company based in The Hague, founded by Edwin de Koning
and Bart van der Ploeg.
Resolume have been pretty big in the VJing scene since the release of Resolume 1.
They are currently working on the third iteration of their software: Resolume Avenue.
The focus of work that Prototim does lies mostly on Audio and DSP.
This has enabled Avenue to be an Audio / Video application, making itself appealing
for a wider range of users.

Activities:

-

Audio Engine design and development
Audio effect )VST( development
General software development and bugfixing

‣ http://www.resolume.com
‣ http://www.facebook.com/Resolume

